Original Volvo Accessories offer each Volvo Owner a unique opportunity to tailor his car to meet demanding individual requirements. Of course every Volvo 240 or 260 series model is standard-equipped with numerous product features often referred to as “options” or “extras” by other manufacturers. Nevertheless, research proves that most Volvo buyers wish to add an extra touch of luxury, convenience, flair or safety to personalize their vehicles even further.

That is why the range of Original Volvo Accessories is one of the most impressive in the automotive industry. And Volvo quality is naturally an integral part of each item. So if you want the ruggedness of a trailer hitch, the comfort of an air conditioner, the pleasure of stereo sound, or the excitement of a GT suspension, every Volvo dealer is willing and able to make it happen. Original Volvo Accessories are the means of making a very good thing even better...
New Volvo Accessories

1-2. GT Wheel
These exclusive 14" 25-spoked aluminum alloy wheels have a precise concentricity to give a smooth, comfortable drive. Weighing only 6.8 kilos (15 lbs) each, these sporty wheels feature a highly polished and lacquered surface. These GT wheels can be fitted with either a large chromium hub cap (as shown in illustration No. 1) or with a small chromium hub cap and wheel nuts (as shown in illustration No. 2). Hub caps and/or wheel nuts are extra.

3. Gas Shocks
These special gas-filled shock absorbers are unaffected by changes in temperature, and increase stability for good road handling at high speeds without reducing driving comfort.

4. Lockable Ski Rack
This theft-proof ski rack can transport four pairs of skis and features locking arms which lock both the rack and the skis onto the car. One key locks all four locks; extra keys are supplied.

5. Window Wind Deflectors
Made of tinted acrylic plastic, these front window wind deflectors add to driving comfort by reducing draught, wind noise and sun's rays. Supplied in pairs. (These deflectors do not fit two-door models.)

6. Road Handling Kit
Consisting of front and rear stabilizer bars and heavy duty springs for the front suspension, this road handling kit increases the stability of the car by 35% when fitted together with Volvo gas-filled shock absorbers.

7. Burglar Alarm
The doors, hood, trunk, and/or tailgate are wired to a special siren to offer excellent protection against breaking and entry. Easily installed, no need to drill holes in bodywork.

8. Lockable Gas Cap
A sensible answer to providing security against theft and vandalism. Comes complete with two keys and features a grainy surface to facilitate use. See page 7 for the lockable gas cap for earlier models.
New Volvo Accessories

1. Intermittent Rear Wiper
The Volvo intermittent rear wiper is integrated with the standard wiper wand and alternates station wagon wipers to three strokes every fifteen seconds.

2. Black Auxiliary Seat
This elegant and practical seat is ideal for medium-size children and is equipped with three point seatbelts and padded armrests. Folds neatly under the rear floor when not in use. Also available in beige, see page 10.

3. Coin Console
Located on the dash to the left of the steering column, this practical coin console closes flush with Volvo’s dash fascia.

4. Power Booster
This power booster allows audio enthusiasts to gain full benefit from Volvo rear speakers by ensuring distortion-free sound, even at high volume. Recommended for use with high-capacity speakers only. Output: 2 x 15 watts.

5. Rear Defroster Switch
Console-controlled, this Volvo rear defroster timer switches off after approximately 15 minutes thus saving power and protecting the defroster grids in the rear window.

6. Air Conditioning
Exclusively designed for Volvo cars, Volvo air conditioning is most appreciated during hot summer months but is also effective year-round to control humidity and smog. Console-controlled, this unit utilizes Volvo’s 12-outlet ventilation system for maximum performance. Features thermostatic regulator/colour-coded switch which allows for easy and quick cool air control to give complete driving comfort.

7. Floor Mat Kit
Protective Volvo floor mats are now available in a kit which contains front and two rear mats. Made of black thermoplastic, these mats are fire and wear resistant and feature locator holes to prevent them from sliding forward.
GT/Sport

1. GT Steering Wheel
A sporty, smaller-diameter steering wheel which is standard equipment on the 242 GT model. Features red GT emblem.

2. GT Shocks
These extra-duty accessories minimize body-roll when cornering, improve steering response, and tolerate greater stresses to handle tough driving conditions with ease.

3. Auxiliary Lamps
A wide range of auxiliary driving and/or fog lamps is available. See your Volvo dealer for details:

4. GT Instruments
Full instrumentation with yellow figures on black background; reflection-free glass. Complete with kilometer speedometer, tachometer, voltmeter, oil pressure gauge, and water temperature gauge.

5. Gear Lever Boot
Add a sporty and luxurious appearance to your Volvo with this handsome genuine leather boot.

6. GT Wheel
These exclusive and sporty 14" aluminum alloy wheels are strong and attractive; 5 1/2" wide, they weigh only 5.7 kilos (12 1/2 lbs.) each. See page 9 for full range of wheels.

7. Spoiler
Made of resilient plastic material, this item improves lateral stability, reduces wind resistance thus improving performance, and saves on fuel consumption. Spoiler striping kits are also available.
Comfort/Luxury

1. Power Windows
Add a luxurious touch to the front door windows with this convenient item. Controls mounted in the centre console panel.

2. Electric Mirror
This exclusive electrically-controlled mirror adds comfort, convenience, and road safety. Installs directly into existing mirror aperture. Finished in matte black.

3. Two-Way Box Speakers
These sophisticated rear-shelf, two-way box speakers give outstanding reproduction and are a masterful complement to Volvo radios and cassette players. See page 4 for power booster.

4. AM/FM/4-Track Cassette
Stereo AM, FM (or FM monaural) reception combined with 4-track stereo cassette player. See page 8 for full range of Volvo audio equipment.

5. Wind Deflector
An attractive addition for sunroof models; reduces wind noise and sun’s rays.

6. Leather Steering Wheel
Hand-crafted in genuine leather, this classic item is smaller in diameter than the standard wheel. Features large shock absorber centre with elegant emblem.

7. Air Conditioning
Exclusively designed for Volvo cars, Volvo air conditioning is most appreciated during hot summer months but is also effective year-round to control humidity and smog. Console-controlled, this unit utilizes Volvo’s 12-outlet ventilation system for maximum performance. Features thermostat regulator/colour-coded switch.

8. Adjustable Armrest
This convenient item features push-button height adjustment and allows the driver to fold it out of the way when not in use. Not suitable for 260 models with power rear windows.

9. “Front Runner” Seat Covers
Custom-designed to fit Volvo seats, these practical seat covers are made of fire-retardant materials which are machine washable. The back rest is finished in vinyl for easy maintenance. Choice of seven colours.

10. Cruise Control
This distinctive accessory is finger-tip controlled and adds to driving comfort as well as improves on fuel economy. Available for fuel-injected models equipped with B21F and B27F engines.
Convenience/Safety/Appearance

1. Headrest Cover
Custom-fitted for front headrests, this convenient cover is foam padded for extra comfort on long journeys. Available individually or in pairs.

2. Tail Pipe Extension
Lends a handsome exterior touch to your Volvo; installs quickly and easily.

3. Dash Grab Handle
This practical item installs in minutes. Eases entry and exit for front seat passengers.

4. Dash Console Tray
A practical design for keeping miscellaneous articles within easy reach. Blends perfectly with the instrument panel.

5. Bumper Reflector Kit
This sensible kit increases the visibility of your Volvo and adds to its appearance. Consists of two self-adhesive reflector tapes, white for front and red for rear bumper.

6. Limited-Slip Differential
Delivers extra traction in all inclement driving conditions such as ice, snow, sand or slush, by causing both rear wheels to drive should one wheel begin to spin.

7. Warning Triangle
A sensible safety item. The red reflector warns oncoming traffic of a stationary car. The triangle stands on three sturdy feet which provide good stability. Folds neatly in a practical Volvo case.

8. Road Icing Sensor
The red lamp in the dash-mounted temperature gauge lights up to warn drivers of road-icing conditions. Custom-fits the instrument panel with the sensor mounted under the front bumper.

9. Tachometer
Adds a sporty flair to any model and is particularly useful for cars with standard transmissions. Fully transistorized, the Volvo tachometer fits neatly in the instrument panel.

10. Trunk Basket
Ideal for car care items and other miscellaneous objects. Made of plastic-coated wire, this practical basket mounts easily into the trunk.

11. Lockable Gas Cap
A sensible answer to providing security against theft and gasoline vandalism. Comes complete with two keys.
Volvo Radios/Accessories

Volvo's audio equipment is designed to custom-fit 240/260 series Volvo cars. Each model's fascia panel blends perfectly with the car's control console and is fitted with wiring harness which complements the harness in the car. The end result is easy installation, attractive appearance, and exceptional trouble-free performance.

1. AM Radio
   Featuring: Push button control; base and treble control; separate fader control. Suitable for areas outside the FM network.

2. AM/FM
   Featuring: AM/FM; push button control; AFC (automatic frequency control); base and treble control; separate fader control. Suitable for urban FM stations and for cross-country AM reception.

3. AM/FM MPX
   Featuring: AM/FM/FM MPX; push button control; AFC (automatic frequency control); monaural FM selection switch; base and treble control; balance control; stereo reception indicator lamp.

4. AM/FM MPX 4-Track Cassette
   Featuring: AM/FM/FM MPX; stereo reception indicator lamp; AFC (automatic frequency control) stereo-auto-mono switch; auto-reverse; channel selector switch; fast forward and reverse switch; separate reverse switch; automatic tape head removal when ignition is turned off.

5. Rear Speaker Kit
   Benefit from excellent sound reproduction with these rear-shelf speakers complete with stereo fader control. See power booster on page 4.

6. AM/FM/40 Channel CB
   Broadcast Radio: AM/FM/FM MPX; push button control; AFC (automatic frequency control); base and treble control; balance control; FM stereo indicator lamp.

40 Channel CB Radio: Complete with microphone; digital channel readout - light emitting diode (LED); radio/STD-BY/CB switch; calibrated signal/power meter; simple installation; squelch control; maximum allowable power output. Custom Volvo CB antenna available.

7. Power Antenna
   A touch of luxury for any Volvo, combining optimum reception and simple practicality. Flush mounted; chrome finished; extended or retrieved by a simple touch of a finger; complete with console control switch and installation instructions.
1. GT Wheel
This exclusive 14" 25-spoked aluminum alloy wheel has precise concentricity, weighs only 6.8 kilos (15 lbs) and features a highly polished and lacquered surface. Special chromium hub cap and chromed nuts are available for this sporty wheel. See page 3 for larger hub cap.

2. GT Wheel (242GT Type)
This sporty wheel is manufactured of a corrosion-resistant aluminum alloy and has truly excellent concentricity. The end result is increased driving comfort and handling.

3. GT Wheel (262C Type)
Manufactured with utmost precision, this GT wheel features a highly polished and lacquered surface, and weighs only 5.7 kilos (12½ lbs.). A set reduces the unsprung weight of the car by 11.2 kilos (about 25 lbs.). A special chromium hub cap is available for this wheel.

4. GT Steering Wheel
A sporty, smaller-diameter steering wheel which is standard equipment on the 242 GT model. Features red GT emblem.

5. Leather Steering Wheel
Hand-crafted in genuine leather, this classic item is smaller in diameter than the standard wheel. Features large shock absorber centre and Volvo emblem.

6. Headlamp Wiper/Washer
A sensible safety accessory designed to keep headlamps clean in the dirtiest driving conditions. Designed to fit 7" round headlamps. When not in use, the wipers rest on the side of the lamp.

7. Headlamp Wiper/Washer
Features are the same as number 6. These wipers are designed to fit 6½" x 12½" rectangular headlamps. Both kits are supplied with full installation instructions.

8. Auxiliary Lamps
A wide range of auxiliary driving and/or fog lamps with clear or amber lenses is available. See your Volvo dealer for details.

9. Wheel Cover Kit
Attractive and sporty, this item is manufactured of heavy gauge aluminum and designed to create a “turbine” effect. Fits 14" wheels; packed in sets of four.
Load, Luggage and Trailer

1. Mirror Extension Arm
Ensures maximum visibility and safety when hauling trailers. Can be installed and removed quickly and simply.

2. Auxiliary Seat
Elegant and practical, this seat is ideal for medium size children and is equipped with three-point seatbelts and padded armrests. Folds under the rear floor. Also available in black, see page 4.

3. Dog Guard Net
A sensible design to keep pets away from the seating area. Made of welded steel frame and mesh, this guard can be installed or removed by hand. A nylon luggage guard net is also available.

4. Load Leveller System
- Semi-automatic: Consists of special air shocks, air lines and control gauge which is mounted in the trunk. Ideal for carrying heavy loads or hauling trailers.
- Automatic: Consists of air shocks, electrically operated compressor and dash control. Features a dash operating panel complete with pressure gauge for raising or lowering the rear of the car with ease.

5. Trailer Hitch
Class “A” hitch installs independent of bumpers and features removable ball yoke. A chromed hitch cap is available to cover the hitch throat when not in use. Trailer hitches for other models are also available.

6. Load/Boat Carrier
This sturdy rack is gutter-mounted and is designed to transport almost anything. Extension arms for extra wide loads as well as ski attachments are available for this item.
1. Station Wagon Roof Rack
Made of chrome plated steel tubing complete with zinc plated iron supports, this sturdy Volvo wagon rack has a large loading surface with six anchorage points on the roof section.

2. Roof Rack
The tubes of this useful luggage rack are covered with polyethylene plastic to protect both the tubes and luggage. Features quick action fasteners to facilitate attachment and removal.

3. Ski Rack
Practical and strong, this rack can transport several pairs of skis which are kept in place by tension straps.

4. Lockable Ski Rack
This theft-proof ski rack can transport four pairs of skis and features locking arms which lock both the rack and the skis onto the car. One key locks all four locks; extra keys are supplied.

5. Bicycle Carrier
The Volvo bicycle carrier is safely anchored by sturdy steel arms attached to the back bumper and will carry two bicycles. Quickly and easily removed when not in use.

6. Wagon Cargo Mat
This sensible and serviceable mat is ideal when transporting objects or pets which may dirty or scuff the cargo area. Kept in position by small anchor pads.

7. Luggage Net
This handy net is made of elastic nylon and is equipped with 12 hooks. Fits all roof racks.

8. Caravan Shocks
Heavy duty spring-equipped shock absorbers for heavier loads. Easily installed, they ensure good stability and increase safety and driving comfort.
Floor Care

1. Floor Mat Kit
Protective Volvo floor mats are now available in a kit which contains two front and two rear mats. Made of black thermoplastic, these mats are fire and water resistant and feature locator holes to prevent them from sliding forward.

2. Floor Trays
These rubber trays collect dirt and water thus protecting your floor carpeting. Available in black for front or rear floors.

3. Trunk Mats
Protect your trunk and keep it clean with this practical and convenient set. Available in black, they are custom-designed for Volvo 240/260 trunks.

12 Month Warranty on original parts and accessories

All original Volvo parts and accessories are warranted for 12 months from the date of purchase. The warranty covers both parts and labour when installed by a Volvo dealer (or parts only if installed elsewhere) for any item or component found defective because of workmanship or material.

Use only original Volvo parts and accessories to keep your Volvo rolling. Keep your Volvo "all-Volvo".

VOLVO

We reserve the right to make changes at any time, without notice, to prices, colours, materials, specifications, accessories items and also to discontinue accessories items.